Fun & Easy Quilting
Supply List

Quilting ruler (6x24), cutting mat and a rotary cutter - if you don't have you can borrow

Quilting pins, quilting safety pins, scissors, and marking pen

Thread can be purchased at Jones Sewing

Fabric -
1 yd fabric for your focal fabric (can be large print)
2/3 yd fabric for accent of focal fabric
2/3 yd of different fabric (also accent fabric)
¾ yd fabric for border (can be another fabric or one of above colors)
1/2 yd fabric for binding (can be any of the fabrics above or different)
1+5/8 yd fabric for back (can be different color or one of above)

Be sure fabric is 100% cotton and washed and ironed before class to prevent shrinkage & fading

2 yards batting or pre-cut twin size (brand - Warm & Natural)

Please call Donna at Jones Sewing (685-5558) with any questions.